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CryptoDo is a multichain  no-code platform for creating 
web3 applications based on blockchain. We help 
companies and web2 projects improve their business 
models by introducing smart contracts into business 
processes.

CryptoDo enables anyone to launch their own smart 
contract in as little as 5 minutes, in compliance with 
international standards and without the need for any 
programming skills or a resource base.

What is CryptoDo 



Pre-launch traction of CryptoDo 

● During the public beta version of CryptoDo, users have 
created over 3000 diverse web3 applications across all 
supported blockchains

● We have built a strong community on CryptoDo social 
media, with over 30,000 followers

● We won one of the largest blockchain hackathons 
hosted by ChainLink, received grants, and built 
partnerships with major blockchain ecosystems such 
as Mantle (BitDAO), Aurora, OKX Chain, Bitgert, 5ire, 
and others



 

Why do businesses need 
blockchain solutions?

Trust between
counteragents

Business process 
efficiency

Exclusion of 
intermediaries

In an environment where there is 
no trust between counterparties, 
trust is provided by mathematics

Ample opportunities for 
automation, systematization 

and control

Decentralization and 
self-executing smart contracts 

give rise to new business models

PROTIVITI



Problems of integrating web3 
solutions into business

Blockchain recruitment challenges

Web3 development is expensive

High security risks of DIY smart contracts



Advantages CryptoDo 

Simplicity Security Low cost

CryptoDo is a SaaS product with 
a minimum web3 applications 

production costs, so we offer the 
best price on the market

In CryptoDo anyone can 
create their own smart 

contract in a few minutes 
without any coding skills

CryptoDo users get a 
ready-made secure solution “out 

of the box". All the designer's 
contracts pass the best audits



Examples of scenarios for using 
blockchain solutions in real business

DAO City Farmers NFT tickets Blockchain in Logistics 
and commerce

DAO technology is used to 
bring together enthusiastic 
investors and consumers of 

healthy food around the world. 
CryptoDo modules for business 

allow you to automate the 
management of the creation 

and implementation of the final 
product

NFT is a non-fungible token in 
the blockchain. This property 

allows you to find many 
applications of NFT as objects 

of actor's rights - tickets for 
events. The CryptoDo module 
for ticket sales allows you to 

integrate this functionality in 2 
clicks

The use of smart contracts in 
logistics chains allows you to get 
rid of unnecessary intermediaries 

identify goods and their supply 
chains optimizing the logistics 

process due to the transparency 
of transactions and the 

immutability of data in the 
blockchain.



... With CryptoDo you can also:

● Attract financing to the business through crowdfunding contracts

● Launch NFT collections for brands and bloggers on different blockchains

● Launch multifunctional tokens (loyalty programs, identification 
systems, internal currency of the company, etc)

● Create a DAO for collective financial management

● Deploy smart contracts for the gamification of your business

Our goal is to create a drag and drop constructor for launching 
unique web3 solutions for any business processes



CryptoDo Monetization models

Fixed cost for creating 
modular solutions

Turnover commission
in each contract

CryptoDo users pay fixed 
amounts from $100 to $5000 
for smart contract deployment 

in Mainnet

Some types of contracts in CryptoDo 
can be issued for free but with a fixed 
commission set in favor of CryptoDo 

at the smart contract level



CryptoDo aggregates web3 and web 2 projects on the same platform 
and provide services for creating custom solutions on smart contracts 

for a fixed price / commission from sales on tokensales
Usually the successful use of blockchain in business requires the 

creation of a bunch of custom smart contracts. Therefore after 
creating the first contract users will return to us for new services



CryptoDo’s Competitors

Similar services Constructors DAO Outsourcing development 
studios

8m
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25ico

500m
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$100M vc

The main way to enter the web3 business 
is development outsourcing. Thus, the 

main competitors of CryptoDo are 
blockchain outsourcing companies and 

individual developers.

There are other smart contract 
constructors, but none of them 
seems to combine a quality 
product with high sales efficiency 

DAO constructors have been on the 
market for a long time and have a large 
capitalization. But CryptoDo offers both 

DAO functionality and other types of 
blockchain solutions for business



Market

According to CB Insights by 2023, business costs for blockchain 
solutions will exceed $16 billion while in 2018 these costs 
amounted to $1.5 billion.

CryptoDo operates in a large and fast-growing web3 technology 
market. We create solutions for integrating blockchain technologies 
into real business. There is a high demand in the market, but there 
are currently a lack of good solutions.
Large Corporations are already implementing blockchain solutions 
in business processes, thereby creating a trend in the use of web3 
for small and medium-sized businesses.
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Companies that already use blockchain:



 

Comparison of web3 business solution 
development models

Independent development Outsourced development CryptoDo

Cost:                         7/10

Security:                   3/10

Development speed:  2/10

Simplicity:                 2/10

Cost:                          2/10

Security:                    7/10

Development speed: 4/10

Simplicity:                  6/10

Cost:                          6/10

Security:                    8/10

Development speed: 9/10

Simplicity:                  9/10



CryptoDo Business model 



CryptoDo Tokenomics

Blockchain: BSC
Name: CryptoDo
Symbol: CDO
Decimals: 8
Total supply: 100 000 000



CryptoDo Tokenomics

The CDO is the basic token of the CryptoDo project. 
CDO is accepted as payment for all services for the creation of smart contracts in 
the CryptoDo service. The demand for token is thus on the raising and this leads 

to an increase in its exchange value.
All CDO tokens received as payment are burned and completely withdrawn from 

circulation. So ,there is a constant reduction of the available emissions.This 
makes the CDO token a deflationary asset. Part of the company's revenue goes 

to profit-sharing pools (staking) and is distributed among token holders.

Also all CDO holders will have the right to vote to participate in project 
management. Thus CryptoDo will be managed in the DAO (decentralized 

Autonomous organization) format.



Road map CryptoDo 

Q4 2020: Project Start

Q2 2021: Launch of the MVP 
product in the form of telegram bot

Q1 2022: Launch of the 
cryptodo.app website

Q3 2022: Launch of the 
CryptoDo Beta

Hypothesis testing and 
market research

Q4 2022: Seed 
investment round

Q4 2022 - Q2 2023: Blockchain 
Partnerships, Grants and Hackathons

Q1 2023: builder of DAO, 
staking and lotteries

Q1 - Q2 2023: Large-scale 
marketing campaign

2018: Blockchain 
Outsourcing Studio

Q2 2023: Private 
Investment Round

Q2-Q3 2023: Launch of 
CryptoDo Cryptocurrency 
Payment Gateway

Q4 2023: Launch of the custom 
business processes builder on the 
blockchain



How it works
CryptoDo offers customers the best user 
experience on all devices

Video overview of the CryptoDo platform functionality

https://youtu.be/nXRN4k6k9TU


CryptoDo Partnerships and Grants 

XFUND
Grant Partner

Hackathon 2022 
Winner

Strategic Marketing 
Partner

Won a grant
Early stage 
investments Won a grant



Which blockchains does 
CryptoDo support  

The CryptoDo architecture is built so that we can add any EVM blockchains in 
the shortest possible time. We are negotiating with blockchains and regularly 

add support for new networks



CEO
Bogdan Borodin (TG: bogdinc) Vladimir Zalevski Alex Melushev

CTO CBO

CryptoDo Team

Bogdan Borodin Vladimir Zalevski Alex Melushev

CEO CTO CBO

+15 strong team members 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/bogdinc/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/amelushev/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/vovilonn/


CryptoDo Contacts


